Role Profile
__________________________________________________________________________________
Job Title:
Hygiene Operative
Department: Packhouse
Reports To:
QA and Hygiene Manager & General Manager
Ref:
Ref-239, V1– 03 August 2022
__________________________________________________________________________________
Role Overview
You’ll work across all of the production areas and be responsible for ensuring that all machines and
the actual building meet strict standards of hygiene at all times.
Main Duties













Ensuring the safe use of chemicals
Using chemicals and jet washers to carry out cleaning of all machinery ready for production
start-up
Following strict food handling procedures
Comply fully with cleaning standards set by the department
Ensuring no residue when wiping down all equipment
Follow instructions
Clean the factory to a high standard- adhering to company safety policies
Be responsible for alerting the Hygiene Shift Supervisor to any issues that may impact upon
the integrity of the clean
Be responsible for ensuring that waste material is correctly disposed of in accordance with
the client’s environmental systems
Participate in mandatory site training relating to health & safety, hygiene and environmental
issues
Ensure all activities are carried out and signed-off in accordance with hygiene, quality and
safety standards
Perform a variety of cleaning and hygiene tasks as detailed within the cleaning instruction
procedures
This is not an exhaustive list and is subject to change and amendment.

Competencies to perform the role
 Responsible and reliable
 Professional approach towards tasks
 High attention to details
 Ability to maintain a high level of performance
 Relevant hygiene experience is an advantage
Performing the role in line with the Monaghan Cultural Values:
1. We do the right thing: We use this philosophy to drive every aspect of our business, from
product, to process to people
2. Forward Thinking: We think ahead and we think for the long term
3. Down to Earth: We understand the importance of communicating our discoveries in a
straightforward way
4. Inspiring: We seek out new ways to excite and inspire each other

5. Egalitarian: We have always been grounded in the belief that everyone is equal. That everyone
deserves an equal chance to speak, be heard and make an impact
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